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One jumbo elephant

pretty in pink
Two cheeky monkeys are hungry I think
Three roaring lions

that sound very loud
Four big giraffes that stand tall in a crowd
Five stripey tigers sit down on the ground.
Six yellow butterflies flying around
Seven big hippos

just look at their size
Eight hooting owls that have great big round eyes
Nine rainbow parrots

with wings that are bright
Ten pink canaries

about to take flight
Vision
To be a school where students are inspired to be the best they can be; where they are encouraged to develop confidence, ability and passion to achieve their goals; and to have the skills and commitment to leave a positive footprint on the world.

Mission
• To educate and inspire students to be the best they can be by providing a balanced focus on whole child development.
• To be a school where students, teachers and parents actively engage as partners in the educational process.
• To be a school with high expectations of learning and achievement by offering creative, engaging and challenging educational experiences in a nurturing environment.

Values
• Integrity and responsibility
• Inclusivity and participation
• Caring and compassion
• Respect for self, others and our surroundings
Have fun with RYECROFT and HELENA as they learn to count to 10 at the zoo.
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